An Introduction to Photo Editing with PhotoLine

Welcome to PhotoLine! This tutorial is designed both for people who are coming to PhotoLine from another image
editing application, as well as for people who are new to photo editing and for whom PhotoLine is their first
application. It is intended to be a “walk-through” of the main tasks associated with photo editing rather than a
comprehensive reference.
Part of the need for such a tutorial is that little has been written along these lines so far. And much of the information available appears to
be oriented toward graphic arts production. Which is fine; but my own interest is photographic image editing. Another motivation is that
PhotoLine has developed a reputation for being harder to use than some other applications. This has happened partly because the tools and
menus are in fact different in places from other widely-used applications, and people who switch to Photoline may have some initial trouble
unlearning their old habits. In this respect, PhotoLine is not more difficult per se, just different. Hence this tutorial, to demystify the major
procedures at least. And, the default user interface is not what I would consider the best; but fortunately it is fully customizable, and I have
provided an alternate layout which is explained on the next page. An endearing feature used to be occasional German menu items; I
believe that they have all been fixed.
So why use PhotoLine? Several big reasons: besides having everything one expects from an image editor, such as 16 and 32-bit channels,
CMYK and Lab editing, and full color management, it has advanced features like layer-specific image modes (an Lab layer within an RGB
image, for example), hue and saturation curves, and adjustment layers for adjustment layers; it works perfectly in Linux using Wine; it runs
plugins compatible with similar applications; and last but not least, for 59 Euros it comes with a permanent license; no subscription is
necessary.
For more information, read about its features and what’s new. This tutorial was originally created with version 20.02 for Windows, 64-bit,
and includes updates for version 21.50. (There are minor layout differences between the Windows and Macintosh versions.)
You may download this tutorial as a .pdf file, PhotoLineTutorial.pdf (updated 6/11/2019). The links work but not the image rollovers. For
the latter, you may save the individual web pages. Site © 2019 by Russell Cottrell; license is personal use, free distribution.
PhotoLine is a registered trademark of Computerinsel (“Computer Island”) GmbH, Bad Gögging, Germany. This site is not affiliated with
Computerinsel.
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An Introduction to Photo Editing with PhotoLine: Setup

Download and install
If you have not already, download PhotoLine from https://www.pl32.com/pages/down.php. It would not hurt to
read the manual, which you may download as well.
Installation should be straightforward. PhotoLine installs and works perfectly in Linux using Wine; I have not had any problems with
recent versions of either.
The installation folder in Windows should be something like C:\Program Files\PhotoLine. In Wine it is
/home/username/.wine/drive_c/Program Files/PhotoLine. To access the corresponding folder on a Macintosh, right-click PhotoLine.app
and select Show Package Contents; the folder is Contents/Resources.
If you create a folder called PhotoLineSettings in the installation folder, all of your settings, including layout, user interface options, actions,
context menu, and toolbars will be saved to this folder, and can be copied to another installation. It is best to do this immediately after
installation; otherwise all the settings will have to be reset from scratch. In Windows, I had to change the security settings for the
PhotoLineSettings folder via Properties – Security – Edit – Users, allow Modify and Write.
This is the image that will be used in the examples; feel free to download it and follow along. (It also overlies the screenshot below.)
Layout
PhotoLine’s default layout leaves something to be desired. I recommend a more useful one such as the one I use, myPanelLayout.xml
(right-click and download or save the file). Install it by clicking View – Panel Layout – Edit Panel Layouts.

Click the file dropdown and choose Merge; this will allow you to import and add layouts such as the one above to an existing list. (Load
imports a layout and replaces the existing list; Save Active exports the active layout to a file; and Save exports the whole list to a file.) After
importing it, apply the layout via View – Panel Layout – myPanelLayout. If you make changes to a layout, you may save it via View –
Panel Layout – Save Panel Layout and it will be added to the list. You may switch back and forth between layouts for different purposes.

In the screenshot above, the Painting tool is selected in the toolbox on the left. On the right are panels that both provide information about
the image, and allow you to make changes. For example, you can see that the Painting tool’s intensity is 100%, the document’s size is 800px
by 599px, and it only has one layer, the background. The panels can be undocked and moved around as needed; reset them by applying
your panel layout as above. More panels are available via View – Panels.
Set the display colors and other options via Edit – Options – Display – User Interface (on a Macintosh the menu is PhotoLine – Preferences).
ICC color profiles
Color profiles are an important aspect of photo editing. If you are new to the concept, a detailed discussion is beyond our scope. Much
information is available online, starting with Wikipedia. For detailed information, consult a book such as Real World Color Management by
Bruce Fraser. A crash course: color profiles are how your computer, your display, someone else’s display, your printer, and any other
color-managed device all know how to display the same colors. One of the main differences between color profiles is the gamut, or the
range of colors that may be accurately displayed. The gamut depends on the image’s source and destination. Three color profiles that you
should be familiar with, in order of increasing gamut size, are sRGB, Adobe RGB, and ProPhoto RGB. A rough guide:
• If the image comes from a small, low-end camera, or is intended for the internet, use sRGB (there are a number of versions) or an
equivalent (such as c2, Facebook’s simplified version).
• If the image is from a better camera and is intended for printing, use Adobe RGB.
• If you converted the image from raw, are using 16-bit, and feel comfortable with the entire process, use ProPhoto RGB.
Your computer may already have these profiles installed. If not, here is where you may download them:
• sRGB2014.icc – The International Color Consortium
• AdobeRGB1998.icc – Adobe
• ProPhotoRGB.icm – apparently no longer available from its developer, Kodak; you can download it here.
Additionally, your display, and printer as the case may be, should have their own color profiles. You can probably download them from
the manufacturers if not already installed. Note that printer profiles are specific to the paper, and printer settings such as quality. If you
really get into it, you may want to create your own profiles, such as with a device from X-Rite.
To install profiles in Windows, right-click the .icc or .icm file (the extension is arbitrary) and choose Install Profile. If you are curious, the
folder where profiles are stored is C:\Windows\system32\spool\drivers\color.
To install profiles on a Macintosh, copy the files to Users/username/Library/ColorSync/Profiles.
In Linux, copy the files to /home/username/.local/share/icc or /home/username/.color/icc depending on your system.
PhotoLine has its own folder where profiles that are not installed for some reason may be copied; you will probably not need to use it:
PhotoLine/Defaults/ICCProfiles.
Color Management
Set up color management via Edit – Options – Color Management (on a Macintosh the menu is PhotoLine – Preferences). First select
Devices:

If you have a display profile installed and applied, setting the screen profile to System should be all you need to do. Set your default printer
profile if applicable.
Now go to Standard:

The default profiles specify how untagged images should be displayed; they do not actually assign a profile to the image. sRGB may be as
good a choice as any as it is probably correct for a large number of untagged RGB images. Rendering Intent determines how out-of-gamut
colors are handled when assigning or changing color profiles; for importing new images, Perceptual may be the best choice. Relative
Colorimetric is the other typical choice, especially if you are printing portraits.
If you are using Windows or a Macintosh, your operating system has its own color management system. If you are using Linux, this may
not be the case. PhotoLine now incorporates Little CMS, which is selected by default in Linux and takes the place of an operating system
CMS. You will also want to select Use Blackpoint Compensation.
Plugins
PhotoLine is able to use .8bf plugins that are compatible with other major photo editors. If you have plugins already installed for other
applications, PhotoLine is able to load them if you specify their location via Edit – Options – Extended – Plug-In Modules. An example
would be C:\Program Files\Adobe\Adobe Photoshop CS5 (64 Bit)\Plug-ins. If you have no existing plugins folder, PhotoLine has its
own: PhotoLine/Defaults/Plugins; simply copy the .8bf files (and associated .dll files if needed) to this folder.
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An Introduction to Photo Editing with PhotoLine: Basic Concepts

Document vs. picture
In PhotoLine, simple graphics are pictures. Documents may contain many pictures; an example would be a
brochure. And documents may consist of multiple pages. For photo editing, we are going to focus on pictures.
Somewhat confusingly, what are called the Document panels show the attributes and list of pictures as well as documents; if a document’s
mode is listed as Mode: Picture Mode, it is a picture.
Layers
The first layer in a picture is always an image layer. This layer is called the background layer and defines the size of the picture, as well as
having some other special properties. Layers may be added on top of the background, including additional image layers, text layers, and
adjustment layers. They may each have their own size, position, and opacity. We will spend most of our time on adjustment layers.

When resizing, setting or changing color profiles, or converting between image types, one may be offered a choice between Layer, Page, and
Document. If Layer is selected, the changes will be applied only to the active layer, which may not be what is intended. Page refers to the
active page of a document, and Document to the entire document (which for us will be a picture). Most importantly, the latter two apply to
all of the layers in the current picture.
Adjustment layers
These are the workhorses of image editing. They adjust things like luminance, contrast, and color saturation, but non-destructively; they
are just a set of instructions that are applied to the image. After creating an adjustment layer, you may go back and adjust it some more if
you change your mind. The two you will probably use the most are Curves and Hue/Saturation.
Layer masks
These make adjustment layers especially powerful. If you want to darken just the sky, for example, you would use curves to make the
adjustment. But the adjustment is applied to the entire image by default, so you would mask the foreground using the layer’s mask; the
adjustment would then be applied only to the sky.
Color vs. luminance
Most images that one encounters are RGB, meaning that red, green, and blue channels are combined to create the colors that you see on the
display. (Other options include grayscale, which PhotoLine calls “gray,” and CMYK, for cyan, magenta, yellow, and black, which is
intended for printing.) When editing an RGB image in what is called Normal blend mode, the three color channels are adjusted together.
This may or may not be the best way to do it, because even if you just want to adjust the brightness or contrast, the color will probably
change as well, and vice versa. There are several ways to prevent this; one is to use either the Luminance or Color blend mode for
adjustment layers. Another, which will be discussed further, is to make adjustments using image modes other than RGB. (It is not difficult,
and PhotoLine excels at this.)
More color terms that we will use include hue and saturation (subsumed above as “color”). Hue refers to “what color” an object is, such as
red, yellow, green, etc. Saturation (a related and probably more accurate term is “chroma”) refers to how intense the color is. A stop sign
and a brick may both be the same hue (red), but the stop sign is more saturated than the brick. “Day-glo” colors stand out because they are
intensely saturated; gray is completely unsaturated.

hue gradient

saturation gradient

As a general principle, separating color from luminance in your mind is a useful skill to develop.
Bit depth
Image files store color information as numbers. Each pixel of an RGB image, for example, consists of a number for each of the red, green,
and blue channels. These numbers range from 0 to a predefined maximum. The image file must allocate a certain amount of information,
measured in bits, for each number. The number of bits per channel is referred to as the bit depth. Standard displays, and .jpg files, use 8
bits per channel; each channel is expressed as a number from 0 to 255 (256, or 28 , values in all), for a total of 256 × 256 × 256, or 16,777,216,
colors. This encompasses virtually all the colors within a given gamut that the human eye can distinguish. So saving RGB image files as 8bit is an efficient way of storing information. However, when editing images, the changes in luminosity and color may stretch the 8-bit
value scale to the point where colors which used to be indistinguishable to the eye become visually separated, resulting in banding in
smooth gradients such as the sky.

If you can, always start with 16-bit images, which use 2 16, or 65,536, values per channel. 16-bit color gradations consist of much finer steps
than 8-bit, and can tolerate more pushing and pulling during image editing without visually separating. You need to start with a high-bit
capture for this to work. You can convert an 8-bit image to 16-bit, but this only refers to the number of possible colors; if there are only 256
values per channel to begin with, converting the image to 16-bit does not increase the number of colors in the image, and editing will still
produce banding. Grayscale images have an even greater need for 16 bits; since there is only one channel, an 8-bit grayscale gradient can
only have 256 values.
Today’s digital cameras generally capture raw images (and sometimes .tifs) as either 12 or 14-bit; converted to conventional 16-bit images,
they are generally sufficient for photo editing. Saving the image as a .pld or .tif will preserve the bit depth. If you capture or save the
images as .jpgs, you are stuck with 8-bit.
PhotoLine specifies bit depth for each layer in a picture. The image layers are the ones where 16 bits are most important. The bit depth for
an adjustment layer refers to the (grayscale) mask, and 8 bits are often plenty for this purpose; but this may not be the case for fine gradients
such as the sky.
(Just to confuse you, 3 channels at 8 bits per channel is sometimes referred to as 24-bit.)
Side note: this is what happens when you convert from 16-bit to 8 then back to 16 (imagine that there are actually 256 small steps per large
step):

Assigning/Setting/Tagging vs. Converting Color Profiles
Two menu items under Tool – Color are Set Color Profile and Convert With Color Profile. An image file should be assigned a color profile
just one time, preferably at the time of its creation, or else when opening a file without an assigned profile. Setting a profile does not change
the image pixels; it only adds instructions for what profile to display the image with, and may or may not embed the profile in the image file
so it is always available. Converting an image to a different color profile changes the image pixels so that the image will look the same,
within the limitations of the gamut, when displayed with the new profile. For example, an image in a large color space such as ProPhoto
RGB or Adobe RGB should be converted to sRGB for display in a web browser. Or an image in another color space such as Lab may be
converted to RGB using a specific profile. Note that adjustment layers may behave differently when using different color profiles; the
conversion should be performed on a flattened copy of the original image.
Opening an image
File – Open, or Open Recent. Or, right click the image file, Open with PhotoLine.
Look at the Document panel to see the image’s ICC profile, or none as the case may be. If none, set one by double-clicking the ICC-Profile
entry on the Document panel, or via Tool – Color – Set Color Profile (NOT Convert With Color Profile), making sure Page or Document is
selected. If unsure, use sRGB. At this stage, Rendering Intent should probably be Perceptual.

If an image has no assigned profile, its colors may appear bizarre if its intended color profile is different from the default set in the Color
Management dialog. For example, the first image below started out identical to the second in the sRGB color space, but had no assigned
profile when it was opened using ProPhoto RGB as the default. This is why every image should have an assigned color profile.

Saving an image
We are going to look at two ways of saving an image: File – Save as, and Web – Web Export.
PhotoLine uses some unique methods for adjusting images, such as masks for layer masks. The only way to save an image as-is, with all of
its layers and properties intact, is via File – Save as – PLD: PhotoLine Document. But note that PhotoLine may be the only application that
can reopen it. Even if you also save the image in another format as described below, save the master file as a PLD.
If you need to open the image in another application, save it as a TIF for compatibility; but note that the adjustment layers will no longer be
adjustable. To save just the final image, such as for printing, use Layer – Flatten Image to merge all the layers, then save as a TIF.
To save for the web, use Web – Web Export, choose JPEG for conventional photographs, and adjust the quality to taste; higher quality
means a larger image file. For general purposes, 80% usually works. Web images should all use the sRGB profile or an equivalent as this is
what browsers use; if the image has a different profile, first flatten the image and convert it to sRGB via Tool – Color – Convert With Color
Profile (NOT Set Color Profile), making sure Page or Document is selected. Compare Perceptual and Relative Colorimetric to see if there is a
preference. Select Add sRGB Profile on the Web Export dialog.
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An Introduction to Photo Editing with PhotoLine: The Toolbox

The contents of the toolbox depend on the layer type. Create an image via File – New – New Image. Below is the
toolbox for image layers. We are going to start with the Painting tool as this is essential for layer masks. It is
bundled with the Pencil, Chalk, and Coal tools, which can be selected by right-clicking the icon. Hover the mouse
over the tool icons in the image below to see tooltips naming each tool, the other bundled tools, and keyboard
shortcuts if any. The Tool Settings panel diplays the settings for the selected tool.

The foreground and background colors are black and white by default. To change the color, double-click the color field, then change the
selection mode if necessary from Gray to RGB, HSV, or Lab, and have at it. Or, select the Color Picker tool (the eyedropper icon) and then
click a spot on the image to select the color. The small black and white squares beside the color fields reset the colors to the defaults. The
right-angled arrows exchange the background and foreground colors. (You can also do this by typing “X” for “X-change colors”; this comes
in handy while you are painting on a layer mask.)
Double-click the brush field to open the Brush Editor. We are going to use a soft brush for now, so make sure Inner Radius is set to zero,
and the curve field is set to the linear (first) curve. Then close the brush editor. The circle around the mouse pointer represents the brush;
the number on the brush field is the size of the brush in pixels. To resize it, hold down the Ctrl key (Command key) and move the mouse.
Or press the up or down arrow keys.

Select a color and a brush and have fun!
You can change the opacity of the paint by adjusting the Intensity on the Tool Settings panel, or Opacity in the Color Editor. Lower it to 50%
for example. Note that when you paint over a previously-painted area, the paint strokes are additive. With the Painting tool, this happens
only when you release the mouse then start a new paint stroke; if you want it to happen continuously, use the Airbrush tool.
Double-clicking the Painting tool (or using Apply to Entire Image on the Tool Settings panel) fills the entire image with color; this will come
in handy later.
To harden the brush, double-click the brush field and increase the inner radius. The Pencil tool is the Painting tool with a completely hard
edge. If you create a soft edge for a region with the Painting tool, then want to efficiently fill in the rest of the space behind it, switch to the
Pencil tool. The latter is also the tool to use for painting one pixel at a time.
Undoing actions
Edit – Undo. Or, use the Undo List panel to go way back, then forward again if desired.
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An Introduction to Photo Editing with PhotoLine: Luminance Curves

We are going to create our first adjustment layer, and use it to adjust the luminance of the image.
To create a Curves adjustment layer: Layer – New Adjustment Layer – Curves.
The default “curve” is the original RGB vs. the changed RGB. It is a straight line from the origin (black) to the upper right corner (white)
because nothing has been changed. Click the color mode dropdown and change it from RGB to Lab. Now click the second of the four curve
control icons (the L channel, technically “Lightness,” whose icon is a gradient from white to black) to select it. This will let us adjust
luminance without affecting the color.

Now click a point on the curve, hold the mouse button down, move the mouse around, and watch what happens. Raising a point on the
curve lightens the image; lowering it darkens the image. Note that you can adjust a point near the bottom to emphasize lightening or
darkening the shadows, or a point near the top to similarly adjust the highlights.
The default curve type is called Spline; I believe that the names of this one and the Bezier curve are reversed, but I am told that it is
arbitrary. At any rate, the one called Spline is probably the most useful.
New in version 21, the Curves dialog and its contents are resizable.
To see the before and after images, turn the preview off and on (the eye icon at the bottom left). The adjustment dialogs open with a split
before-and-after preview by default. I find the split preview disturbing; it may be hidden by dragging the little handle to the left of the
image, or by shrinking the dialog horizontally. To show it again, the dialog must be enlarged to a sufficient size. You can also drag the
preview “curtain” with the little arrowhead at the top of the preview to undo the split if you want, but I prefer to just look at the original
image and toggle the view with the eye icon. (For future reference, dialogs which are not adjustment layers have small double arrows to the
left of the preview which show or hide it.)
To undo all the changes to the curve, you may click the arrow on the L curve control and choose the first (straight) curve; unfortunately this
also changes the curve type from Spline to Bezier and you have to change it back. You may also delete points on the curve by dragging
them off the graph (the easiest way), or by clicking the little garbage can icon at the top of the tool set on the left side of the dialog. The reset
button beside the OK button resets everything, including the color mode to the default RGB.
Go ahead and click OK. The dialog closes, but now there is a new layer in the Layers panel (whether you adjusted anything or not). Each
layer has its own eye icon that shows or hides the layer. And the opacity of each layer (other than Background) may be adjusted by raising
or lowering the percentage beside the blend mode. (Note that the opacity can be greater than 100%; this comes in handy when you would
like to increase the effect of a complicated adjustment.) The checkmark indicates that the layer is the active layer for editing. You may
double-click the name of the layer (it is Curves by default) and rename it to something like “foreground shadows”; this comes in handy
when your image has a large number of layers.
Turn the layer handles off if necessary via View – Show Layer Handles.

Now double-click the curves icon on the new layer (beside the name) to reopen the Curves dialog. Select the L channel as above. Click a
relatively dark area (not black) on the image and a point will be added near the bottom of the graph. Now click a light area (not white) and
another point will be added near the top. Click the lower point on the graph and drag it down a little; similarly drag the higher point up to
make an S-shaped curve. What you just did was to increase the overall contrast of the image. Toggle the preview off and on to see the effect
(or roll your mouse over the image below.) Notice that the slope of the curve increased along the middle; increased slope means increased
contrast. But the slope cannot increase everywhere; if it increases in the middle, it has to decrease near the ends. This is why the dark areas
of the image are all turning black, and the light areas turning white; contrast is being lost in those areas.

To decrease the overall contrast, raise the low point of the curve, and lower the high point. Most of the image will start to turn flat and
dull. But note that the details in the highlights and shadows may become more visible, because contrast is increasing in those areas.
Using curves gives you much more control over the image than traditional brightness and contrast adjustments. (They are there on the
Curves dialog; ignore them.) With curves, you can raise or lower the luminance and contrast in whatever region of the image scale you
want, such as deep shadows, all the highlights above the middle, and so forth. More on this later.
Other modes that are intended to adjust luminance only include the I channel of HIS (Hue, Intensity, Saturation), the V channel of HSV
(Hue, Saturation, Value, the latter sometimes called B for brightness), and the combined RGB channels (the default) with the blend mode set
to Luminance in the Layers panel. The L channel is just as easy as the others, and is the most perceptually accurate as it was designed to
correspond to human vision.
(Side note: if you click the Group With Previous Layer button beside the eye icon on the Curves panel, you will have to unclick it next time,
or from then on ALL of your adjustment layers will be grouped below the previous layer.)
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An Introduction to Photo Editing with PhotoLine: Layer Masks

Now we are going to create a layer mask for a curves layer.
Create a curves adjustment layer as described on the previous page and make some fairly drastic adjustments.
Notice that the layer has a blank white square beside the curves icon; this is the layer mask thumbnail. It starts out
white because white indicates mask transparency. Click the mask thumbnail to be sure that it is selected. (I say this because it is easy to
forget which layer is selected, and to start manipulating the wrong layer; you will do this sooner or later, trust me. This also applies to
things like selecting colors.) Now choose the Painting tool, and set the intensity to 100%. Set the foreground color to black (click the little
black and white squares). Now paint over an area in the image. The painted area will revert to the appearance of the original image,
because you have masked the adjustment layer. Toggle the layer visibility (the eye icon) and you will see that the masked area does not
change.
You can see a tiny version of the mask on the thumbnail. To get a better view of the mask, click the thumbnail while holding down the Alt
key (Option key); then click again to undo it. You can paint on the mask in this mode to fill in spots that you may have missed. You can
even do things like blur, lighten, or darken it. To turn the mask off and on to see what it does, click the thumbnail while holding down the
Shift key. (You may also right-click the thumbnail and select Use Adjustment Mask, or Show Mask.) Roll your mouse over the image below
to undo the effect of the mask:

We are using a soft brush so that the edges of the mask blend smoothly with the rest of the image. For even more gradual effects, reduce the
Painting tool intensity and use multiple strokes. Setting it to something like 10% allows for very fine, gradual adjustments. If you just want
to reduce the adjustment by half, say, in a certain area, set the intensity to 50% and paint the area. Very large brushes allow for smooth
transitions and gradients; small brushes produce more detailed masks. To harden the brush, increase the inner radius.
If you want to remove the mask in a certain area, or refine something that you painted, exchange the colors by clicking the right-angled
arrows beside the color fields, or by typing “X.” Now paint with white on a black area of the mask, and the mask is attenuated or removed.
You may want to apply an adjustment to just a small area of the image. In this case, it may make more sense to mask the entire adjustment,
then paint with white where you want it to show. To do this, set the foreground color to black, then double-click the Painting tool to fill the
entire mask with black. Now exchange the colors, and paint with white on the mask. The effect of the adjustment will become visible only
in the areas that you paint.
This is the heart and soul of image editing. It is the digital analog of old-fashioned darkroom dodging and burning, but you can dodge and
burn with ANYTHING, including contrast, color adjustments, even totally different images.
For future reference, there are more advanced ways of creating masks, such as by using a channel, or the various lasso tools.
Putting it together
Revert to the original image (delete the curves adjustment layer by right-clicking it – Delete Layer). Create a new curves layer as you did
before and select the L channel. Now we are going to make a targeted adjustment. Click the dark tile on the floor beside Zeke’s foot to
place a point on the curve. Now click one of the lightest areas in the tiled floor to place a second point. Gradually raise the second point to
lighten the image and add contrast to the shadows. Focus on the areas of interest as you do this; don’t worry about what it is doing to the
rest of the image. Then mask the exterior and the pillars as in the image above. Examine the entire image to see if the relationships look
correct; if necessary, go back and adjust the curve some more. Toggle the layer visibility and the mask to keep track of what you are doing.
Adjust the layer opacity if needed to increase or decrease the overall effect.
The image below has six such layers. Roll your mouse over it to see the before and after. From bottom to top:
1. Lightens and adds shadow contrast (as described above)
2. Adds more local contrast (“snap”) to the tiled floor
3. Lightens the back wall and the figures
4. Darkens and adds contrast to the exterior
5. Lightens the entire interior and the exterior pavement
6. Adds local contrast to the back wall
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An Introduction to Photo Editing with PhotoLine: RGB Curves

So far, we have been focusing on luminance; now we will start in on color. I usually start with the overall color
balance, which means adjusting hue. Color Balance, Color Temperature, and a few other adjustments are available;
but once again, Curves gives a finer degree of control. The image that we have been working on has a slight bluish
cast to the foreground, and it looks like it could be warmed up overall. But note that the arches, ceiling, and upper
part of the back wall already have a yellowish cast to them, and global hue changes may not help their appearance.
Create a curves adjustment layer, but this time leave the color mode as RGB. Then close the Curves dialog and change the blend mode from
Normal to Color in the Layers panel. Reopen the Curves dialog and play with the individual color curves. Reducing red is the equivalent
of adding cyan; reducing green is like adding magenta; and reducing blue is like adding yellow. And since we are in Color blend mode, we
do not have to worry about changing the luminance by making these adjustments.
Reducing blue will remove a blue cast; but to my eye, the yellow that results from reducing RGB blue is a bilious greenish-yellow. (And
pure blue looks almost purplish, not anything like sky blue which is between blue and cyan.) So warming up an image usually means
reducing blue and adding a little red.
Let’s start with the blue channel. Click the light face of the foreground pillar, where the blue tint stands out, to add a point. Now very
gradually lower the blue curve. Points on the curve may be nudged with the up and down keyboard arrows; this is useful for subtle hue
adjustments. The eye adapts to color changes, and it can be hard to know when to stop; looking away for a minute then looking back at the
image can help. When the pillar looks right, a number of other areas do not, so we will work on the curve some more. The sky, in
particular, does not need any blue taken out of it; so click the sky and move its point back up to where it started, with x = y (you can type
numbers into the coordinate position fields; you can also right-click them and change the units from Percent to Byte). I actually nudged the
point up one more notch. Clicking the floor tiles adds another point lower down, which may also be raised back a little. My blue curve
ended up looking like this:

The arches, ceiling, and upper wall were not improved by this adjustment, so I masked them, and the exterior pavement.
Now let’s add a little red. Select the red channel and click the foreground pillar again. My red curve was boring, raised just a little at one
point. I masked the sky, the upper back wall, and the exterior pavement.
Roll your mouse over the image below to see the before and after. Once again, your eye may need to adapt after making the change.

Color Balance (Layer – New Adjustment Layer – Color Balance) is a parametric version of RGB curves, as if you had three predetermined
regions on each curve (shadows, midtones, and highlights) to adjust. Color Temperature will be discussed later as part of raw conversion.
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An Introduction to Photo Editing with PhotoLine: Hue/Saturation

I tend to save saturation adjustments for last. In PhotoLine, curves may be used for this as well, specifically the S
channels of HIS and HSV, and the a and b channels of Lab. But the simplest way, and still very effective, is to use
Hue/Saturation adjustment layers, so let’s start there. Create one via Layer – New Adjustment Layer –
Hue/Saturation, and set the blend mode to Color in the Layers panel. Note the three sliders. Hue is occasionally
useful, such as when the colors of foliage or the sky could be improved. The Brightness slider is not nearly as effective as L curves and I do
not use it for normal image editing. For me, this adjustment’s reason for existence is saturation.
Six hue ranges may be adjusted; I tend to adjust each one separately to take full advantage of them. Custom hue ranges may be defined if
needed by moving the hue range sliders. The slider arrows are split to produce smooth transitions. Note that the members of the pairs may
be moved together by clicking and dragging the gray gradient space between them, and all four may be moved as a unit by clicking and
dragging the white space between the pairs. Note also that the red range wraps around the ends.
For this image, I started with red. A significant increase made the foreground more vivid; the upper masonry just needed to be masked.
Next I increased yellow for the foliage (which in RGB is mostly yellow, not green). Increasing the blue saturation helped the sky, and had
very little effect elsewhere so I didn’t bother masking it.

Roll your mouse over the image below to see the before and after.

Saturation Curves
Curves are a more powerful, but more complicated, way to adjust saturation. They may also be used to adjust what is sometimes called
“vibrance,” meaning that the saturation of less-saturated colors is preferentially increased. The saturation channel of the HIS (Hue,
Intensity, Saturation) curve is probably the most useful for this. Start by creating a curves adjustment layer, and set the blend mode to
Color. Change the mode to HIS, and select the Saturation channel (the fourth icon, with the red-to-white gradient). Take hold of the
endpoint at the upper right and move it to the left, increasing the slope of the curve. This is a straightforward saturation increase. To
increase vibrance, raise a point near the origin of the curve (raising the origin itself tends to produce unpleasant color artifacts). The shape
of the curve may be adjusted as needed. One way to approach things is to increase the overall slope until an appropriate maximum
saturation is reached, then to increase a point lower down to “fill in” the less-saturated colors. The curve may be lowered as well, such as to
make a highly-saturated object pop out from its surroundings.

Color ranges may be specified for saturation curves as they are for the Hue/Saturation control, by applying a color filter (also known as a
“blend range”). This is probably the most powerful way to adjust saturation. Right-click the layer in the Layer panel and choose Color
Filter, or use Layer – Display – Color Filter. Change the Background mode to HIS and use the default Hue channel (the rainbow icon).
Change the units in the number fields if necessary by right-clicking one of them and selecting Byte. Now adjust the sliders to create a
custom Hue range. The sliders may be split and moved together as described above. Additionally, the Color Filter dialog may be stretched
horizontally, making precise adjustments easier. New in version 21, you can also enter or change values in the number fields with the
keyboard, mouse wheel, or arrow keys. A typical red range is 315-345 on one end, and 15-45 on the other. Wrapping the sliders around the
ends is a little tricky; one way to do it is to set a yellow range of 15-45 and 75-105 first, then slide the whole thing down until the first slider
is at 315. Or slide up to any other color range. (The relationships between the numbers sometimes vary a little, probably due to pixel
position rounding errors; this is not significant.) You may move, widen, or narrow the range and/or the transitions to your heart’s content.
The double arrows between the number fields invert the range. Cranking up the saturation to an extreme level helps you see the range you
are selecting.

Side note: “luminosity masks” are a hot topic on the internet at present. Using a color filter/blend range in Gray mode can produce
identical results, and is much simpler.
Another side note: a vibrance effect may be obtained by applying a saturation filter to a conventional Hue/Saturation layer. Create such a
layer, and apply a generous amount of saturation. Then apply a color filter, but this time select the Saturation channel (the red-to-gray
icon). Start by moving the upper slider down to zero; then gradually raise the upper white slider so that the saturation adjustment is
preferentially applied to areas of low saturation.

Lab Curves
The Lab (pronounced L-a-b, like R-G-B or C-M-Y-K) color space is powerful but not very intuitive. A full explanation is beyond our scope;
see the Wikipedia Article, or Photoshop LAB Color: The Canyon Conundrum and Other Adventures in the Most Powerful Colorspace by
Dan Margulis. In brief, Lab includes an L (Lightness) channel and two opponent-color channels. The a channel represents the green-red
axis, and the b channel the blue-yellow axis. To increase saturation or vibrance, increase the slopes of the a and b channels. But in this case,
the midpoint of each curve represents gray, and it must remain fixed unless color balance adjustments are desired as well. Start by creating
a curves adjustment layer. Set the mode to Lab and choose the a (green-red) channel. Play with it to see what it does; raising it increases red
(actually a magenta-red), lowering it increases green (actually a cyan-green). Now place a point at the midpoint (50,50). Move the origin
and the endpoint around; the low end affects colors with a predominantly green component, and the high end similarly for a red
component. It helps to visualize a green-red gradient along both the x and y axes, with gray in the middle. The b curve behaves similarly,
but applies to blue and yellow. Points may be added for finer adjustments; to increase the blue of the sky, for example, click a pixel in the
sky to place a point on the b curve, then lower the point.
Lab curve adjustments have a different character from the saturation adjustments described above, because adjusting the a and b curves
changes the hue as well as saturation. This may be useful for separating closely-spaced colors such as the greens of mixed foliage.
To make color balance adjustments as we did with RGB curves, raise or lower the midpoints of the a and b curves. To warm the image, for
example, start by raising the b curve, then fine-tune the hue by raising the a curve. To cool the image, lower the curves in the same manner.
Lab is a good way to correct skin tones in old, faded photos; click an area of skin on the a and b curves, then adjust them until the hue and
saturation look right.
Use Normal blend mode for Lab adjustments. Color blend mode should be used for RGB hue adjustments, Hue/Saturation layers, and HIS
saturation curves.

Actions
Creating a custom saturation curve is so complex that it is best to record it as an action (sometimes called a “macro”). Open the Actions
panel (undock it if necessary). Click the New Action (file) icon and give the action a name, such as Saturation Curve. New actions are
added to the bottom of the list; you may drag yours to the top for convenience. Now click the red Start recording button. Everything you
do will be recorded until you click the Stop recording button. To run the action, press the Play active action button; then adjust the resulting
curve and the color filter range. I have recorded some sample actions for creating a global saturation curve, a curve with a range, and an
Lab curve. To load them, right-click the Actions list and select Merge. To export an action that you created, select Save Active. (It is wise to
keep backups of your actions because they are easy to accidentally overwrite or delete.)

The brush editor, Lab and saturation curves, and color filters are what I consider PhotoLine’s strong points; they are superior to comparable
tools in other photo editors, and allow more control over the final result.
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An Introduction to Photo Editing with PhotoLine: Resizing, Cropping, Sharpening, Spotting

Resizing
When resizing, you mainly need to pay attention to whether you are resizing the entire image or just a layer. To
resize the image, click Layout – Document – Scale Document (or Layout – Page – Scale Page). To scale a layer, use
Layer – Scale Layer. Note that these all call up the same dialog, with Layer, Page, or Document preselected. Several modes are available,
including Normal (pixels), Percent, and Resolution. Bicubic interpolation is often blindly recommended as it and some of the more
advanced modes also sharpen the image; but for reduction, Bilinear interpolation followed by halo-controlled sharpening (discussed below)
can produce superior results. And images always need sharpening after being resized. For enlargement, you may want to try MitchellNetravali.
To change the document (“canvas”) size without resizing the image, use Layout – Document – Change Document Size. New Size mode sets
the new size in pixels; in Resize mode, the document is resized by the pixel values. You may drag the image thumbnail around to position
it inside the document, or use the Alignment buttons.
Cropping
The Crop tool is also a straighten and resize tool. Note that if you just want to crop the existing image without doing anything else, make
sure that width and height in the Tool Settings panel are empty or zero, and Resolution is unchecked. The crop margins do not snap to the
edges of the image by default; for this, hold down the Alt key (Option key) while dragging the crop margins. If you change your mind and
want to cancel the operation, right-click and select Deselect. To perform the operation, double-click inside the crop margin, click Trim
Document on the Tool Settings panel, or right-click the image and select Crop Tool.
Sharpening
Sharpening is usually performed at several key points in an image workflow, including after capturing an image, after resizing, and before
printing. Sometimes images are creatively sharpened and/or blurred as well, such as to emphasize the subject vs. the surroundings. There
are several ways to sharpen an image, and different methods are more applicable to different situations. The most common method is
unsharp masking, which sounds counterintuitive as a method of sharpening but actually involves subtracting a slightly blurred copy of the
image to leave behind a sharpened result. The dark side of a blurred edge is darkened, and the light side lightened, to increase the
impression of sharpness. But as the effect is increased, visible halos appear, and the image will look oversharpened. It is possible to reduce
the impression of halos by altering the mix of lightening and darkening that occurs in the sharpening process, as light halos tend to be more
objectionable than dark ones. Other factors to consider are that sharpening tends to emphasize noise, that color noise is more objectionable
than luminance noise, and that the visual impression of sharpness is almost entirely based on the luminance component of an image, not the
color. For these reasons it is usually best to sharpen only the L channel. Another technique that may improve the result is to use an edge
mask that permits only sharpening near edges, and prevents increasing noise in smooth areas such as the sky.
The second image below has a 20 pixel Gaussian Blur applied to both the a and b channels; the third has the same blur applied to only the L
channel.

Digital unsharp masking is usually based on a Gaussian-blurred version of the image; the effect of the blur takes the shape of a bell-shaped
curve on either side of an edge. Another type of sharpening is called deconvolution, which technically requires knowing how the image
was altered during its passage through the optical pathway (“convoluted”), and mathematically reversing it (“deconvoluting” or
“deblurring”). Exact knowledge of the image convolution is seldom available, and deconvolution is sometimes disparaged for this reason.
However, a number of algorithms have been developed that may approximate true deconvolution, and produce better results under certain
circumstances than Gaussian unsharp masking. One way to approach deconvolution is the use of a disk blur rather than a Gaussian blur, as
if the image had been convoluted into little circles by its passage through the aperture diaphragm (my theory anyway). The results of this
type of sharpening are much smoother than Gaussian-blurred unsharp masking, and the halos are much less noticeable; but the effect may
not be strong enough for some purposes. One guiding principle is that deconvolution is more applicable early in the workflow, especially
first thing after capture; and that unsharp masking becomes more useful later on, especially before printing.
Another sharpening technique involves creating what is called a high-pass filter. The results are virtually identical to unsharp masking, but
you get to see the sharpening outlines in the high-pass filter before it is applied, and some people prefer it.
The only application that I know of that provides unsharp masking, deconvolution, halo control, and edge masking is RawTherapee. Its
Richardson–Lucy deconvolution may be the best choice for raw capture sharpening. Otherwise, I recommend sharpening with a plugin. I
made the Fine USM Sharpen/Deblur filter with these features in mind; it can do what other sharpening plugins can do, and a little more;
and of course it works in PhotoLine. The disk deconvolution and edge masking steps may run slow with large images.
The image that we have been working on has not been sharpened; I would normally have done it after processing the raw image, and again
after resizing. Here I have applied mostly deconvolution, with a small amount of unsharp masking as well. Compare the final image with
the original.

Plugins like this are generally appled to image layers. (Another option is to use a placeholder layer; it has its pros and cons; more about this
later.) You may want to duplicate the background layer and sharpen it so that adjustment layers are still on top and active. Otherwise,
select the top visible layer, use Edit – Merged Copy, then Edit – Paste as Layer. This creates a “stamped” image layer on top of the other
layers. Any adjustment layers underneath are now hidden by the image layer and no longer affect the image.
You may duplicate the background layer by right-clicking it in the layer list and selecting Duplicate Layer; but the results are sometimes
unpredictable when applying filters to the duplicate. It is best to select it, then use Edit – Copy, Edit – Paste as Layer.
After applying a filter or otherwise adjusting an image layer, you may mask it as we did with adjustment layers. Select the relevant layer,
then use Layer – Layer Mask – Create, or click the Layer Mask button at the bottom of the Layers panel. A layer mask is created as a child
layer of the image layer.

Having said all that, here is how to sharpen with PhotoLine. Three types of unsharp masking are available, which unfortunately are not
well documented. They may be applied to an image layer via a filter (Filter – Sharpen), or, amazingly, via adjustment layers (Adaptive
Sharpen, Unsharp Masking, and Sharpen). For all three, Size refers to the diameter of the Gaussian blur, and Intensity is how much of the
effect is applied. Small sizes and high intensities are used for conventional sharpening. (High sizes and low intensities, or HiRaLoAm, are
used to increase the local contrast or “clarity” of the image. I would refer you to the Very High Radius Unsharp Mask plugin for this as it
has some advanced features.)
The filter called Unsharp Masking seems to be identical to Sharpen, with the addition of a virtual mask to limit sharpening to high-contrast
areas. The Threshold control adjusts the latter effect, the limiting being none at 0 and maximum at 100. Adaptive Sharpen is similar except
that it “uses all color channels for calculating the contrast and is not filtering channel by channel”; the documentation is not clear at this
point. It sometimes produces artifacts at high values, such as fringes around edges.
So we will focus on the Unsharp Masking adjustment (Layer – New Adjustment Layer – Unsharp Masking). View the image zoomed to
100% for sharpening. Set Channels to Lab and select only the L channel. Start with a Threshold of 0. For web images or those that will
otherwise be viewed on-screen, a Size of 4.0 seems to work. This is a higher value than what other applications call “radius,” which itself is
a description rather than a measurement as the Gaussian blur does not have a well-defined radius. One way to find the right value is to
raise Intensity to the maximum, then raise Size until the halos start to visibly separate from the edges that they surround; then reduce the
Intensity back to 100% or so. Now gradually increase Threshold, comparing the sharpening of smooth vs. detailed areas.
To control halos, create an Unsharp Masking layer as above, then duplicate it (right click – Duplicate Layer). Set the blend mode of the
original to Darken, and the copy to Lighten. Reduce the opacity of the Lighten layer to 0%, then gradually raise it to just before the halos
start to become noticeable. You may then be able to increase the opacity of the Darken layer above 100% to sharpen a little more without
worsening the halos. For our image, 150% for Darken and 40% for Lighten looks good.

For images that are to be printed, several more factors must be taken into account. First, an image printed at 300ppi is only about 1/3 the
size of the same image on screen, which is probably something like 96ppi. (You can view the image at the printed size if you measure the
screen resolution via Edit – Options – Display – Screen Resolution; carefully measure the red bar and enter the measurement below it. Now
View – Original Size displays the printed size. But reducing the size like this does not have the same effect as actually printing it, so it
should not be used to make decisions about sharpening. I have tried viewing the screen from three times the normal viewing distance with
maybe some success.) Additionally, ink spreads out a little when it hits the paper, even high-quality glossy paper. So the only way to
really evaluate the sharpening of prints is to print them. Because of the reduced size and the ink bleeding, the sharpening radius, and
probably the amount, must be higher than that for screen images. I recommend starting with a Size of 8 for printing at 300ppi, and 16 for
600ppi. The image will not look good on screen and you may wonder how it could possibly work; the only way to tell is to print it (or at
least a small area of it). Try sharpening “test strips” with different Sizes and Intensities then printing them together to efficiently compare
them.
Spotting/Retouching
Sharpening tends to enhance artifacts, which leads us to our next subject. The removal of dust spots, film scratches, and other artifacts that
were not present in the actual scene is called “spotting.” When the unwanted elements were actually present, such as power lines, jet trails,
cigarette butts, pimples, government ministers who have fallen from favor, this is called “retouching.” Several tools are available for these
processes, and the results can border on the miraculous.
Start by creating a new transparent layer on top of the relevant image layers to hold the altered areas of the image; that way, the original
image remains unaffected. Layer – New Layer; click the background color selector and choose the first little square, with the × on it and a
tooltip that says “0% Opacity,” and check Use Transparency. Make this the active layer, and when using all the correction tools, choose
Active & Below as the source.

For small, isolated spots, just dab them with the Remove Brush (under the Healing Brush). It uses a “smart” algorithm to replace the spot
with what surrounds it. If the spot is near a detailed area, the results may not be predictable and the Copy Brush may work better.
The Healing Brush is a little more complicated; you need to Alt-click (Command-click) or right click a source before painting over the
destination. The source pixels are blended with the destination pixels, as if to paint the texture of the source over the destination. It is
called “healing” because it is especially suited to skin blemishes. But once again, if the destination is not uniform, the results may be
unexpected; it performs poorly on or near edges, for example.
When all else fails, use the Copy Brush (sometimes called “clone stamp”). Again, you need to Alt-click (Command-click) or right click a
source. The source is painted over the destination as-is; what you see is what you get. An important control in the Tool Settings is the Keep
Distance button; when checked, the source keeps the same geographic relationship with the destination on subsequent strokes of the brush,
as if following it. This is useful when painting over a long area such as a power line; the destination may be continuously painted over with
a neighboring area of the sky, improving uniformity. But if new elements such as clouds or trees intervene, you need to reselect the source.
When Keep Distance is unchecked, the source begins from the same origin with every brush stroke.
When correcting a complex, detailed area, or an area that crosses a sharp edge, skillful use of the Copy Brush may be the only solution.
Adjust the brush size and hardness as needed. Reducing the hardness and intensity may help to make gradual changes, but it may also
result in a visibly blurred result. Sometimes a realistic goal is not to completely remove an element but simply to obscure it to the point
where it is not noticeable to a viewer who is not looking for it.
Roll your mouse over the image below . . . .
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An Introduction to Photo Editing with PhotoLine: Raw Conversion

If your camera is able to save raw images, you may be able to obtain images of higher quality than you would
otherwise; but it takes some doing as raw conversion is a complicated process. Potential advantages include more
bit depth, gamut size, and dynamic range. I personally recommend RawTherapee, a free and open-source
application, for raw conversion, partly because it is one of the few that can use .dcp camera profiles. (This is
another subject; you will need an X-Rite ColorChecker, as well as ColorChecker’s own free calibration software [Support tab partly down
the page – Software Downloads] and a .dng converter: Adobe - Windows | Adobe - Mac | digiKam, all free downloads. The process is
actually fairly simple, and the results are amazing.) But PhotoLine is able to process raw images as well. In the absence of a .dcp profile,
you should use an ICC profile specific to your camera, specified via Edit – Options – Color Management – Devices – Digital Camera. You
may be able to download one; or now you can make one with a ColorChecker and version 2 of the ColorChecker calibration software.
Another option is dcp2icc. See “Notes on raw conversion using .icc profiles” below for some further details.) But if you must, you can
process your images without one.
Every camera uses a specific raw image format; for example, Nikon uses NEF and Canon uses CR2. If you are using the latest version of
PhotoLine, it will probably recognize your camera’s raw format.
Note that some of the adjustments described below may be applied to non-raw images as well.
Start with the settings under Edit – Options – File – Raw. I recommend using the ProPhoto RGB profile to take full advantage of the
camera’s gamut; reduce it if necessary later, such as when saving for the web. New in Version 21, raw images may be opened as
placeholders (“smart objects”); if so, dynamic filters (“smart filters”) can be applied to the raw layer, and a Lens Correction layer will
automatically be created as described below. The safest route is to use an embedded placeholder; a file-based placeholder will result in a
smaller file, but requires the presence of the original raw file.

When you open a raw image, one to three layers are automatically created in addition to the placeholder or background layer. If the image
is not opened as a placeholder, do not edit the background image itself, or it will be converted from raw to a conventional RGB image. (The
pixel data of a placeholder cannot be edited directly.) Save a master file as a PLD, and the final converted file as a JPEG or whatever.
The Placeholder/Background layer
Sensor array interpolation/demosaicing
First, note that the placeholder or background’s Layer properties panel includes an entry called Pic. Data that specifies the sensor array
interpolation method. Raw images are not like ordinary RGB images, and the pixel data must be put together (“rasterized”) in what may be
a complex way. The default VNG Interpolation Cubic seems to work for this camera’s sensor and raw file format; note the more intense
chromatic aberration using Cubic Interpolation. There is also a little bit more roughness to the fine lines with the latter.

The Lens Correction layer
Lensfun
New in version 21, Lensfun is an open source library of lens correction profiles. Corrections include distortion, vignetting, and chromatic
aberration; but distortion seems to be the only one that is consistently available in the actual lens profiles. If a suitable lens profile is found
based on the image’s exif data, the Lens Correction layer is active by default; if not, it may be activated and a lens manually chosen. The
other tabs on the Lens Correction dialog may be used whether Lensfun is used or not.
Lensfun does not find the lens for the Canon G11; I had to select it manually. Check “show fitting only” to limit the lens choices to those
fitting the camera. If you need to select a camera or lens from scratch, type the first letter of its name into the Camera or Lens field to jump
to that spot in the list. Lens is actually the only setting that is required; Camera is only there for convenience. If the other parameters are
present in the exif data, they appear to be applied correctly as long as the values in the dialog are zero. You can get the aperture and focal
length from the exif data if necessary (on the Document panel under Information). You just have to know your camera’s crop factor.
Check “active” to activate the overall Lensfun correction. Vignette activates only the vignetting part (which does not seem to be available
for many lenses).

Undistort Lens (Filter – Digital Camera – Undistort Lens) may be used if necessary to manually correct lens distortion, which makes straight
lines look bowed in or out as if on a curved surface. It and perspective correction (below) may be applied to any image via a stamped layer
like sharpening (Edit – Merged Copy, Edit – Paste as Layer), or as dynamic filters to a placeholder. You may need to hide the background
layer to assess the effect of these adjustments on a stamped layer. Showing the grid helps: View – Alignment Helpers – Show Grid. Adjust
the grid appearance via Edit – Options – Display – Grid; adjust Grid Distance for the size of the image; maybe set Type of Grid to Line, and
the color to gray. You may need to crop the resulting image.
Perspective and vignetting
Perspective corrects perspective distortion, such as when looking up at a building (vertical) or sideways at a mural (horizontal). You may
have to scale the image to trim blank areas, or to keep desired parts of the image on the canvas. Uncheck the little chain icon if necessary to
unlink horizontal and vertical. The Rotate slider does what it says.
Vignette lets you manually correct the vignetting that is inherent in most lenses, especially at wide angles and large apertures. (Not the
vignetting caused by a too-small lens hood.) You may need this correction as it is not included in many Lensfun profiles. Note that a little
edge darkening is not always a bad thing.
Chromatic aberration
You may also need to manually correct chromatic aberration, which is caused by different wavelengths of light focusing in different planes,
and is inherent in virtually all lenses. This image has red and cyan color fringes (look for them at sharp light-dark boundaries, especially
near the edges of the image), indicating a need for Red Correction. Blue and yellow fringes would similarly indicate the need for Blue
Correction. Width Compensation is intended to compensate for aberration scale differences farther from the center of the image. The status
of the checkbox is the reverse of the caption; this image seems to do a tiny bit better with it unchecked.

The following adjustments are found in the Adjustment Layer panel; you may add it to your layout, or view it by double-clicking the layer
icons in the Vector and Raw Adjustments layers.
The Vector layer
The Vector layer is created in the absence of an .icc profile to perform basic color adjustments. It is a child of the placeholder or background
layer; click the arrowhead beside the image thumbnail to see it. The relevant control is Correct Highlights.
Correct Highlights (Raw white points)
The RGB sensors of digital cameras sometimes have slightly different dynamic ranges, which can cause artifact colors, usually magenta, in
the highlights; if this is the case, Correct Highlights enables you to clip the white points and eliminate false colors.

The Raw Adjustments layer
Histogram correction
The Raw Adjustments layer is a rather busy layer; we are going to hit the highlights. Histogram
Correction (sometimes called “Levels”) is not my preferred tool, because you can usually do the same
thing with Curves. The first and third arrows under the histogram adjust the black and white points
of the image scale; sliding the origin and endpoint of a curves adjustment does the same thing. And
the middle arrow is comparable to the midpoint of a curve. The only time you actually need to use
Histogram Correction is if the range needs to be widened. Use View – Mark Extreme Values to see
clipped highlights and shadows, and move the white and black points to get rid of them. In the
image below, the shadows are clipped and the black arrow needs to be moved down, if possible.
Color casts in the extremes may be dealt with by adjusting the RGB channels separately; it is hoped
that you will not need to do this.

Curves, Light/Shadow
Beneath Histogram Correction is Curves which we have already covered; adjust as needed. This can
take the place of Color Correction and White Point as well; if there is a neutral gray in the image,
click the gray eyedropper on the Curves panel, then click the gray area in the image. Next is
Light/Shadow, which is a rather coarse tool, especially the Width sliders; curves will probably do a
better job. For this image, increasing the Light gamma was a quick way to darken the highlights a
little.
Color temperature
Color Temperature is a convenient way of warming or cooling an image. Correct Color Temperature is a logical choice here as it determines
the source color temperature, which for midday sun is about 5500K. Set Color Temperature adjusts the image as if to display the indicated
temperature. If you used the correct color temperature setting on the camera when you took the picture, you may not need to use this
adjustment.
Noise reduction
Noise reduction is a subject all its own. Noise tends to be worse in the shadows, and small sensors produce more noise than big ones.
Cameras do a lot of image processing when saving JPEGs, including noise reduction. If you are processing your own raw images then you
have to deal with the noise yourself. This image did not have a lot of noise; I enhanced a shadow area to illustrate how to deal with it. It is
best to view the image at 100% for noise reduction.
Since noise tends to be worse in the shadows, and since noise reduction can obscure image details in well-exposed areas, you may want to
limit noise reduction to the shadows. It will then need to be on its own layer (Layer – New Adjustment Layer – Denoise). You may also
want to do it more than once, first for the shadows and then differently for a clear sky, for example.
Color noise is more objectionable to the eye than luminance noise (“Intensity Noise”); a little of the latter may actually contribute to the
impression of sharpness. Noise reduction is a balance between getting rid of objectionable value differences (noise) and smoothing out
actual image details. In the Denoise panel, Size refers to the size of the chunks that are removed as noise. Setting the maximum value for
Color Noise reduced it from the first to the second image below.
More controls are provided for dealing with Intensity Noise. Threshold determines the value difference that is considered noise; 0% does
not remove anything; 100% removes a lot, and can make the image look like plastic. Appropriate values are often in the single digits.
Intensity just limits the overall effect. So what you need to do is to find the magic balance between Size and Threshold. The adjustment in
the third image below may be a little too much, depending on how it looks after sharpening.

Now we are going to apply a Color Filter as we previously did with the saturation curves. This will limit the effect of the layer to the
shadows. Right-click the denoise layer and select Color Filter; select Gray mode for the background. Move the upper arrow down until the
noise starts to reappear in the shadows; move it up again to an appropriate level. Then raise the upper half of the split arrow. Look at a
well-exposed middone with little or no noise, and move the upper half of the arrow to the point where Denoise has no effect. This will
probably take some trial and error.

Plugins such as Neat Image are available that give more control over the noise reduction process.
Sharpening
Appropriate sharpening is an essential part of raw processing. Again, cameras sharpen JPEGs; when processing raw images, you are on
your own. Unsharp Masking is a sharpening method that we have already addressed. Deconvolution may be better for raw capture
sharpening, and raw images need a greater amount than JPEGs. The Fine USM Sharpen/Deblur filter is able to perform both types of
sharpening.
Notes on raw conversion using .icc profiles
If you are using an .icc profile to convert your raw images, some additional considerations apply. First, set the profile via Edit – Options –
Color Management – Devices – Digital Camera.

When opening a raw image in PhotoLine with an .icc profile, I find that the default image adjustments make it appear very overexposed.
The middle (Gamma) slider of the Histogram Correction adjustment on the Raw Adjustments layer must be moved to 1.00 to produce the
appropriate default adjustment. (Further adjustments may of course be made.)
The document’s profile on the Document panel will be the specified .icc profile. For some reason, the profile cannot be changed at this point
using Tool – Color – Convert With Color Profile. The profile should be changed after flattening the image, or after saving in a rasterized
format such as .pld; but this time, selecting Linear Brightness (Gamma 1.0) may do better at preserving the tonal relationships. (It probably
would not hurt to select Use Blackpoint Compensation as well.) If the image’s profile is not converted in this manner, it may not appear
correct when saving for the web using sRGB, for example, or when printing with a printer profile.

Below are examples of raw images processed without then with .icc profiles (roll your mouse over the images). The Canon image’s profile
was changed using Linear Brightness; the Nikon’s was not.

Canon G11

Nikon D700
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An Introduction to Photo Editing with PhotoLine: Advanced Selections and Masks

Selecting, copying, pasting
One way to make a custom selection is to use the various lasso tools. Another way, which I usually prefer, is to use
the Painting tool and a mask. Click the Edit Mask icon (one of the masked icons at the bottom of the toolbox, the
one with a brush) and then select the Painting tool. Paint with black on the image to mask it. Partial selections may be made by reducing
the tool intensity, or by painting with a gray color; using the latter, at 100% intensity, keeps the brush strokes from being additive. You may
blur or even use adjustments like Curves on the selection (Filter – Blur – Gaussian Blur, or Tool – Curves). When finished, click the Edit
Mask icon again to deselect it. The entire image will be selected, minus the area that you painted/masked. If your goal is to select the area
that you painted, use Tool – Mask – Invert Mask. (Note that partial selections may not generate dotted selection margins.) If you would
prefer to paint with white on a fully-masked image, fill the entire image with black after clicking the Edit Mask icon, and then what you
paint will be the selection.
A similar but quicker way to make a selection may be by using the Mask Brush (under the Automask tool); but it is limited to painting with
white on black.
You may use Edit Mask after making a selection with the lasso tools as well, and modify it by painting or blurring as above. More tools
include Tool – Mask – Expand Mask and Contract Mask.
Copy the selection via Edit – Copy. You may need to flatten the image first. Edit – Merged Copy is intended to copy all layers, but
unfortunately this makes the selection border hard. To paste the selection into a new image, either use Edit – Paste as Document (creates a
new document), or Edit – Paste as Layer (to paste it into an existing document).

Color filters
A slightly higher-tech way of making a selection is to use a color filter as we did with saturation curves. This method works when there is a
luminosity or color difference between the selection and its surroundings. A classic example would be darkening a bright window on a
dark wall. Below, an L curve was applied to the image, and then a Color Filter was applied in Gray mode to (mostly) limit the adjustment to
the sky (right-click the curves layer and select Color Filter). As the adjustment also affected other areas such as the pavement, the layer was
masked to exclude those areas. Roll your mouse over the image to compare the result with the original.
For this particular image, a similar (probably better) result may be obtained by using the Hue channel of the color filter in HIS mode.

Channel selections
Using a channel as a mask is a more advanced way to make custom selections, sometimes very complex ones that cannot be made any other
way. This method also relies on a color difference between the selection and its surroundings. View the channels on the Channels panel.
To view the individual channels one at a time, Alt-click (Option-click) the eye icons. If you would like to save a channel as an image, click
the Channel to Layer button at the bottom of the panel and a new layer will be created that consists of the selected channel.

Let’s say we wanted to adjust just the sky in our image. Viewing the channels lets us determine that Blue has the greatest separation
between the sky and its surroundings. (It doesn’t matter which is lighter as the mask can be inverted.) Having determined this, click the
RGB eye icon and return to the composite image. Now use Tool – Change Channels to copy the Blue channel to the clipboard. Source is
Blue (our chosen channel), Destination is Clipboard; make sure Copy -> is selected and click OK. Now create a curves adjustment layer and
make sure it is selected. Reopen Tool – Change Channels to paste the Blue channel into the layer mask. This time, source is Clipboard, and
Destination is Black (not Mask). Now the curves layer mask is a copy of the image’s Blue channel.

Alt-click (Option-click) the layer mask thumbnail to view the mask. Use Tool – Histogram Correction (sometimes called “Levels”) to
compress the values so that the sky is completely isolated from its surroundings. Lowering the upper slider whitens the sky; raising the
lower slider blackens the surroundings. What you want is the image below; there is a clear separation between the sky and its
surroundings, and what is left of either can easily be finished with the Pencil tool. In this case, the gray and white areas outside the sky
need to be painted black.

It usually helps to apply a 1-2 pixel Gaussian blur to soften the edges (Filter – Blur – Gaussian Blur). The mask may be expanded or
contracted by adding a Minimum or Maximum adjustment layer as a child layer; Maximum expands the selection and contracts the mask,
Minimum does the opposite. Create it via Layer – New Adjustment Layer – Maximum or Minimum, and click Group With Previous Layer
beside the eye icon. (Remember to unclick it next time!) Below is an extreme example to illustrate what channel masks can do:

In some situations, channels other than red, green, or blue may be useful. For example, to isolate a magenta flower on a yellow background,
the Y channel of CMYK may work the best. The background layer determines the document’s channels, which are shown on the Channels
panel. CMYK is not the best for general image editing, so we will need to create a copy of the image (Edit – Merged Copy; Edit – Paste as
Document) and convert the Type to CMYK on the Layer panel, or via Layer – Convert Layer Type. Now you have access to the CMYK
channels, which may be copied and pasted to the original image via Change Channels as described above.
Child adjustment layers
One of PhotoLine’s advanced features is that layer masks and even entire adjustment layers can be added to adjustment layers. An example
was the Maximum layer above. Consider a complex mask such as one of the image channels, the inverted Green channel for example.
Copy it to a curves layer using Tool – Change Channels, display it, and invert it via Tool – Color – Invert. Lower the L curve to darken the
image. Now we have several options. If we want to add to the mask without painting destructively on our channel mask, we can add
another mask to the curves layer via Layer – Layer Mask – Create (or by clicking the Layer Mask icon at the bottom of the Layers panel).
Now we have a child mask that will add to the effect of the channel mask, so we can isolate the adjustment to the red railing, for example.
No matter what we do to the child mask, our original channel mask remains intact.
We can also add a curves layer as a child to our original curves layer, that will allow us to nondestructively modify and/or mask the
original mask. Create the layer via Layer – New Adjustment Layer – Curves, and click Group With Previous Layer beside the eye icon.
Now raising the curve lightens the original mask and intensifies the adjustment; lowering the curve does the opposite. The child layer has a
mask of its own that masks its effect.
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An Introduction to Photo Editing with PhotoLine: Black/White Conversion, Channel Mixing, and Toning

The brute force way to convert a color image to black-and-white is to change its mode to grayscale. It is quick and
easy but the result is seldom spectacular. Use Layer – Convert Layer Type – Gray Image, or on the Layer properties
panel, select Type: Gray.
A slightly better way is to use the L channel. An image’s channels are based on the background layer. Convert the image (i.e. the
background layer) to Lab via Layer – Convert Layer Type – Lab Image; or on the Layer properties panel, select Type: Lab. Now on the
channels panel, select the L channel. Clicking the Channel to Layer button at the bottom of the panel creates a new grayscale layer that is a
copy of the L channel. The image does not have to remain in Lab mode; you can go to the Layers panel and convert it back to RGB. Or to
preserve the original RGB image untouched, acquire the L channel from a copy of the image (Edit – Merged Copy; Edit – Paste as
Document).

The old-fashioned Channel Mixer
The Channel Mixer is a world of its own. It is usually thought of as a way to convert a color image to b/w, but it has other subtle uses. It
lets you mix different proportions of the image’s channels and display the result in either b/w or color. Apply it via Layer – New
Adjustment Layer – Channel Mixer. It can be used in three different modes:
1. For b/w conversion, use Gray Image mode (the gray gradient icon). By default, you are looking at the red channel. Set green or blue to
100% and the others to 0% to see the other channels. Fix to 100% preserves the sum of all the channels (there is no law that says you have to
do this).
For example, the red channel looks like a b/w photograph taken with a red filter, with dark skies and foliage. Mixing in the green channel
tones down the effect, more like a yellow filter. Note that the numbers can be negative; subtracting the blue channel and raising the others
can produce hyper-real dark sky, light foliage effects. (Note that extreme edits have exceeded the limits of our compressed 8-bit JPEG
image, resulting in banding in the sky and other artifacts; this is why we edit in 16-bit and a wide gamut if at all possible. After the edits are
finished, converting to 8-bit for display has little effect; it is the pushing and pulling on the color numbers during editing that requires 16bit.)

2. To enhance a color image, the Channel Mixer may be used in Luminance mode (the light source icon). This uses the channel-mixed
grayscale image as a virtual L channel. The effects can range from subtle to surreal and be hard to control.

3. The Channel Mixer may be used on the color channels of a color image to adjust hue and value relationships. For realistic images, the
desired adjustments are probably small. For example, subtracting a little red from the blue channel can cool the sky and lighten foliage.
Use Fix to 100% in this mode.
The newfangled Gray Mixer
The Gray Mixer (also known as a Black & White adjustment) lightens and darkens selected hue ranges in the image. It is easier to control
than the Channel Mixer, and tends to produce more naturalistic effects. By default, it produces a grayscale image. This is probably the
easiest way to make a high-quality b/w image. Apply it via Layer – New Adjustment Layer – Gray Mixer.

If you set the layer blend mode to Luminance, you can adjust a color image as with the channel mixer above, darkening the skies and so
forth.

Colorize
Colorize adds color to a b/w image, like a toned photograph or a duotone (better than a duotone in my opinion if all you want is one
color). There are other ways to do it but I think this is the best. Apply it via Layer – New Adjustment Layer – Hue/Saturation, and click
Colorize. For best results, set the blend mode to Color in the Layers panel. Set the Hue (starting points are around 20 for selenium, 40 for
sepia, 80 for Ektalure green, 210 for cyanotype) and Saturation (very low numbers for warm, cold, or tinted blacks, higher numbers for full
toning). Keep your hands off the Brightness slider, the effect is awful. Note that the hue is affected by the image’s color profile; the
numbers will need to be different in ProPhoto, for example, than in sRGB.
You can use Colorize to convert a color image to b/w, but it is best to convert it using one of the methods above and edit it first, making
sure that it ends up in RGB mode; colorize should be performed last. The image below had a number of adjustments made to it after b/w
conversion. (Just f.y.i., the yellowish coffee-colored sepia is obtainable in the darkroom by using a warm-tone paper and ferricyanide bleach
made with potassium iodide, followed by sulfide toning.)

Split toning and tritone/quadtone effects may be achieved by applying Color Filters to one or multiple layers as previously described
(right-click the layer, select Color Filter, and adjust the background range in Gray mode).
Miscellaneous concepts
After b/w conversion, more adjustments are likely to be needed. A b/w image speaks a different language from that of a color one; aspects
such as form, contrast, and texture become more important because there are no color differences to convey the information.
Note that adjustments may be made to a color image prior to b/w conversion in order to affect its appearance afterward, such as changing
the lightness of certain colors. This can even be done after conversion; make the adjustments to a color copy of the original, then
superimpose it on the b/w image using Luminance mode.
After making a magnificent b/w image, it may be tempting to see what it looks like as the L channel combined with the original color. In
my experience, this rarely works; the colors may no longer look right; and the adjustments that look good in b/w may be distracting or
simply overwhelming when combined with color. The ingredients need balance.
Always capture your images in color, even if you consider yourself a black-and-white photographer; the control that you have over the
conversion process greatly exceeds anything that you can do with a b/w capture. Using color filters that are intended for b/w
photography during capture can make things worse; a red filter, for example, effectively turns off the green and blue sensors in your
camera, and you might as well consider it to have only 1/3 of its native resolution. (Color correction filters, such as for use under fluorescent
lights, are a different matter.) Converting the image after capture makes use of information from all the sensor elements, improving the
overall response and reducing noise.
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An Introduction to Photo Editing with PhotoLine: HDR Imaging

High-dynamic range (HDR) imaging usually involves making several captures of a scene using different exposures,
and then combining them into a single image that records a higher dynamic range than is possible with a
conventional image. A great deal of internet bandwidth has been spent on this subject; a search will yield useful
information mixed with a certain amount of myth and voodoo. If you are serious about the subject, you might want
to read one of several good texts that are available, such as The HDRI Handbook 2.0: High Dynamic Range Imaging for Photographers and
CG Artists by Christian Bloch.
Combining the exposures into a single image involves both art and science. Two guiding principles are exposure fusion and tone mapping.
The former tends to produce an image that looks realistic, but possibly flat and dull, lacking local contrast and saturation. A number of
different methods of tone mapping may be used to improve the situation, and many software choices are now available that use many
different techniques. Unfortunately, it is very easy to apply tone mapping far past the point of reality, which has given HDR imaging
something of a mixed reputation.
My preference is for an appearance of realism, and the HDR software that I believe is the best for this purpose isSNS-HDR by Sebastian
Nibisz, which evidently uses an extremely good exposure fusion algorithm. But a number of general-purpose photo editors, including
PhotoLine, are able to fuse HDR captures into images that are useful, but tend to require some more work to look finished. Below, I have
used sample .jpg images from the Top 20 Best HDR Software Review 2017 page by Kim Seng; HDR-Examples.zip. (They are discussed in a
forum thread, Req: Better HDR exposure merge.) I prefer to use rasterized images rather than raw in order to apply a .dcp camera profile
during raw conversion, among other things.
In PhotoLine, open the HDR captures via Filter – Digital Camera – Create HDR-Image. PhotoLine is able to combine up to three images; I
opened all five of the sample images and it appears to have used the lightest, middle, and darkest exposures. The Contrast slider applies a
tone mapping which produces severe halos; I recommend setting it to zero and using other post-processing techniques. If the images do not
require alignment, go ahead and press OK to create a flat 16-bit Lab image. (If you press Shift + OK, you get a layered image with selections
from the individual images plus Histogram Correction layers.) You may keep the image in Lab mode if you want to; otherwise convert it
(meaning the background layer) via Layer – Convert Layer Type – RGB Image, or do it on the Layer panel; and remember to set an ICC
profile.
If the images require alignment, press the + at the bottom left of the preview to view the individual images with reference points. Zoom
way in, then click the red marker button to view the marker. Look at each individual image by clicking the thumbnails on the left, and
make sure the marker is on the same spot in each image. Then repeat for the green marker. (I would hate to have to rely on this; invest in a
good tripod, and use mirror lockup if possible. Also, adjust only the shutter speed when making the exposures; changing the aperture
changes the depth of field, and may even subtly change the size of the image. Most dedicated HDR software is able to automatically align
images, sometimes at the subpixel level.)

Here is the initial result. It is not much to look at, with little local contrast or saturation. It also suffers in detail, which is most noticeable in
the clouds.

To get PhotoLine to use all five exposures, first create an HDR image using only the lightest three, then create another using the darkest
three. Convert the images to RGB and save them, then use these two intermediates to create the final result. It appears that any number of
exposures may be “daisy chained” in this manner, three at a time. Note the increased detail in the clouds below.
Another trick, which I did not use here, is to “touch up” the HDR image with selections from the original captures by pasting them as layers
and using masks.

The easiest way to improve the image may be the Dehaze filter (Filter – Quality – Dehaze). The image must be converted to RGB first. The
default Calculate Haze Color seemed to work. Reducing the size (radius) increased the effect but produced visible halos.

Here is the result after applying an unsharp mask filter, one curves layer, and two hue/saturation layers. Whether this looks “overdone” or
not is a matter of preference.
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An Introduction to Photo Editing with PhotoLine: Printing

Printer profiles
The making of fine prints requires some preparation. The first thing that you need is a good printer profile. These
are specific to the printer, the paper, and the printer settings such as resolution. Major paper manufacturers usually
provide such profiles; here, for example, you can download a profile for Ilford Galerie Gold Fibre Silk and a Canon iPF 6350 inkjet printer.
Or, you can make you own profiles, such as with a device from X-Rite.
An often-overlooked step is the determination of the printer profile output levels. Here is a printer target image with dark patches ranging
from RGB 1 to 20, and light patches from 235-254 (and one with dark patches from 22-60 for plain or low-quality paper). No matter how
good your printer and paper are, a number of patches at the extremes will not be visible when you print the target. (You may not be able to
see them all on your display either.) Before printing a fine print, histogram correction output levels must be assigned to keep the image’s
dynamic range within the range that will actually print.

To determine the output levels, print the target using the printer profile and paper in question. The images above have the sRGB color
profile assigned; reassign it if necessary to that of the images that you will be printing, such as ProPhoto or AdobeRGB, via Tool – Color –
Set Color Profile, Rendering Intent: Perceptual. (Note that this is a special case; existing profiles are not usually reassigned but converted
to.) Let the print dry, then examine it in a good light. Note the first light and dark patches that you can really see; the output levels will be
set to one level darker than the first dark patch, and one level lighter than the first light patch, as described below. For example, if the first
visible dark patch is 17 and the first visible light patch is 249, the output levels for this profile are 16-250. Adding them to the profile’s file
name is one way to remember them.
Display profile
While we are at it, you need a good display profile if you want your prints to resemble what you see on the screen. (They will never be
identical, since one is a glowing light source and the other is ink on paper; but with proper adjustment, you can reasonably predict the
printed outcome.) One common complaint is that prints look too dark. It usually means that your display is too bright; turn it down. I
calibrate my displays to 80 cd/m2 . And I will not tell on you if you use a default luminance curve and hue/saturation adjustment when
printing.
Resize and sharpen
Resize the image if necessary based on your printer’s pixels per inch resolution; do not let the printer do it for you. First, set the resolution
in the document properties panel; this will not change the actual size of the image. (Note that in the screenshots below, dpi, dots per inch,
should actually read ppi, pixels per inch.) Then scale the image via Layout – Document – Scale Document. Set the mode to Normal, then
right-click one of the dimension fields (the default is pixels) and change it to your desired units. To maintain maximum quality, images
should generally not be enlarged, but rather kept the same size or reduced, when using the printer’s minimum resolution. If a higher
resolution is available, such as 600 rather than 300 ppi, and the desired print size falls between the two, enlarging it to the higher one then
carefully sharpening it may result in a little bit more resolution. After resizing, sharpen the image as previously described. Now the image
is ready to print at 100% without further resizing.

Proof Mode
Viewing a “soft proof” in PhotoLine to see how it will look printed is a little complicated; there is no one proof dialog where everything can
be set at once. First, enable black point compensation via Edit – Options – Color Management – Standard, and make sure that Use
Blackpoint Compensation is enabled and checked. I discovered something odd when using Windows 7; if Use Little CMS is not checked,
Use Blackpoint Compensation is checked but grayed out, and does not work. In this case, Little CMS must be used, even though Windows
has its own color managment system. (In Mac OS 10.10 Yosemite, Use Blackpoint Compensation is enabled and works.) After changing to
or from Little CMS, PhotoLine must be restarted.

Now set the proof profile via Edit – Options – Color Management – Devices; it should be the same as the printer profile.

View the soft proof via View – Proof Mode. Switch between Perceptual and Relative Colorimetric rendering intents via Tool – Color – Set
Color Profile (or double click ICC-Profile in the Document panel, or the Layer panel if the layer has a different profile; be careful not to
change the actual profile). The proof may not look very good; it is rendered as if using the options “simulate paper color” and “simulate
black ink,” which is intended to provide a hard-core literal reproduction of the print on your screen. But it can be hard to interpret because
paper and ink are not the same as glowing screen pixels, and there is no way to turn these options off. Even more unfortunately, there is no
way to view a “gamut warning” of out-of-gamut colors. (Little CMS has that ability; just saying . . . . On the other hand, the actual value of
a gamut warning in addition to a soft proof has been questioned. When using Relative Colorimetric rendering intent, it is intended to tell
you where areas of the print need to be desaturated to fit into the printer’s gamut without unpleasant degradation.) Be sure to turn off proof
mode when you are through, or you will wonder why everything looks so terrible.

Output Levels
When you are satisfied with the image and ready to print it, set the output levels determined above via Layer – New Adjustment Layer –
Histogram Correction, and set the layer blend mode to Luminance. In the example above, the output levels were found to be 16-250. You
will use these levels whenever you use this printer profile. It may help to save this step as an action.

Printer profile and print options
Now for the big moment: File – Print. It is probably better to set the printer profile in PhotoLine rather than letting the printer do it, so
color management will need to be disabled via the printer’s own properties. The resolution, quality, paper type, and all other parameters
specific to the printer profile must be set in the printer properties as well. (Save them as a preset if possible.) Set the profile and rendering
intent on the Print dialog, and the size and position in Print Options (100% as described above).

Then click the OK button and sigh with relief.
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An Introduction to Photo Editing with PhotoLine: Placeholders

An image may be opened as a placeholder (sometimes called a “smart object”), meaning that it is treated as a copy
of another image rather than an editable image in its own right. Placeholders have advantages and disadvantages.
When placeholders in multiple media files link to the same graphic, the sizes of the files are reduced, and they may
all be edited together by editing the linked file. And filters which are not adjustment layers may be applied
nondestructively to a placeholder as dynamic filters (“smart filters”). Examples include the Undistort Lens filter as previously described for
raw images, or any of the RC Filters. The downside to this is that the filters must be dynamically applied whenever the image is opened; for
very large images, several dynamic filters may take quite some time. And third-party filters, and the original image for linked placeholders,
must always be accessible to the file(s) that use them.
For this reason, I personally make limited use of placeholders for general image editing. They may be useful for a time during the
application of filters to an image, but at some point they need to be converted to conventional image layers for archiving.
Images may be opened as placeholders via File – Open as Placeholder. A layer may be converted to a placeholder by changing the layer’s
Type on the Layer panel to Placeholder, or via Layout – Placeholder – Create From Layer, or via Layer – Convert Layer Type – Placeholder.
Placeholders may be either embedded or linked; in the former case, the file size is larger, but the original image no longer needs to
accompany it. After using Open as Placeholder, the name of the linked file is displayed on the Layer panel; to embed it, use Layout –
Placeholder – Embed.
To apply a dynamic filter to an existing image, create a stamped layer via Edit – Merged Copy, Edit – Paste as Layer. Or for a special effects
filter such as Clouds, just create a layer via Layer – New Layer, or the New Layer button on the Layers panel. Then convert the layer to a
placeholder. Select the placeholder layer and apply the filter; the latter will appear as a child layer. (Click the little arrowhead to the left of
the image thumbnail to expand the child layers.) They may be masked if needed like any other layer.

The pixel data of a placeholder layer cannot be edited directly; there are no painting or retouching tools, for example. But retouching may
be applied to a new transparent layer as previously described, using Active & Below as the source.
To convert a placeholder to a conventional image layer, either use Layer – Fix Layer; or right click the layer and choose Fix Layer; or on the
Layer panel, change Type to RGB. Then, while the dynamic filter child layers are collapsed, use Layer – Merge Layers, or right click the
layer and choose Merge Layers.
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An Introduction to Photo Editing with PhotoLine: Scripting

PhotoLine now supports scripting. Version 21.50 has been updated to include all the basic functionalities. Features
may be added from time to time; see the Beta Tester forum | Google Translate for the latest developments.
A brief overview: PhotoLine does not use a built-in scripting language, but may be scripted with a variety of
languages. Documentation is provided for VBScript (Windows) and AppleScript (macOS); they are installed with the download, as well as
some sample scripts. (In Windows, see \PhotoLine\Infos\Scripting.zip; in macOS there is a “Scripting” folder.) I have written a number of
Windows scripts in JavaScript, partly because I prefer it, and partly because it is cross-platform.
Since OS X 10.10 Yosemite, Macintosh computers are able to use JXA (Javascript for Automation). This in itself seems to be a work in
progress, and still has a way to go. But I would hope that it is the wave of the future. Tip to get started: in the Script Editor, File – Open
Dictionary – PhotoLine.app opens a window that shows all the accessible properties and methods.
Script files go into the script folder. The native folder is \PhotoLine\Defaults\Automation. I recommend using
\PhotoLine\PhotoLineSettings\Automation (you have to create it) so that you may easily copy your scripts between installations. (The
PhotoLineSettings folder also stores all of your settings as described elsewhere. You may need to change its security settings via
Properties – Security – Edit – Users, allow Modify and Write.) Then run the scripts via Filter – Script. Note that PhotoLine sometimes
creates a second Script menu item in the dropdown.
Of note, I have not been able to get PhotoLine VBScripts to work in Wine at all, using Fedora and Ubuntu, and JavaScript only partly works.
Download the scripts
scripts.zip includes the libraries and all of the sample scrips below.
The script libraries
The native scripting properties and methods are rather low-level and verbose; this allows for fine control over things like paragraph
formatting, but complicates simple procedures. I have written two script libraries that may make life easier. js_library.js wraps a number
of complex procedures in simple functions. Creating a text layer, for example:
function createTextLayer(text, fontName, fontSize, fontColor, left, top, width, height, paragraphAlignment, insert) {
var pl = new ActiveXObject("PhotoLine.Application");
var doc, aLayer, fontDict, paragraphDict, textLayer, range;
doc = pl.ActiveDocument;
aLayer = doc.ActiveLayer || doc.RootLayer.Last;
fontDict = new ActiveXObject("PhotoLine.Dictionary");
fontDict.Add("FamilyName", fontName, "Size", fontSize);
paragraphDict = new ActiveXObject("PhotoLine.Dictionary");
paragraphDict.Add("Alignment", paragraphAlignment);
textLayer = new ActiveXObject("PhotoLine.Text");
textLayer.Text = text;
range = [0, textLayer.TextLength];
textLayer.Origin = [left, top];
textLayer.Size = [width, height];
textLayer.SetAttribute(range, "Color", fontColor);
textLayer.SetAttribute(range, "Font", fontDict);
textLayer.SetAttribute(range, "Paragraph", paragraphDict);
if (insert) {
aLayer.Parent.Insert(textLayer, aLayer);
doc.ActiveLayer = textLayer;
}
return textLayer;
}

And js_constants.js lists all the PhotoLine enumerations, such as paragraph alignment, for use in any function:
PALeft = 0;
PARight = 1;
PACenter = 2;
PAJustified = 4;
PAJustifiedAll = 5;

It also includes values such as ForReading, ForWriting, and ForAppending for opening text files, and all the CSS color names for use with
color functions. Some examples of the latter:
color = hexColor(Indigo, 0.5); // 0.5 is optional transparency
color = HSVColor(0, 100, 73);

Place the library files into \PhotoLine\Defaults\Automation\lib or \PhotoLine\PhotoLineSettings\Automation\lib . Then load the
libraries by putting the following at the beginning of all of your scripts:
var pl = new ActiveXObject("PhotoLine.Application");
function loadLibrary(file) { var fso = new ActiveXObject("Scripting.FileSystemObject"), p; with (fso) { p =
GetAbsolutePathName("."); p = BuildPath(p, "lib"); p = BuildPath(p, file); } var f = fso.OpenTextFile(p, 1);
eval(f.ReadAll()); f.Close(); } loadLibrary("js_constants.js"); loadLibrary("js_library.js");

Updated since the original release: the functions createImageLayer, createTextLayer, drawPolygon, and drawEllipse, which return new
layers, now have an optional parameter to insert them after the active layer. The latter two also have an optional parameter to merge them
with the active layer.
Sample scripts
posterScreen.js — adds faux matting and a title to an image.
Intended for screen display, but could be printed as well.
listAllLayers.js — lists all the layers of a document and
writes them to a text file that accompanies the image.

It’s a photo editor! It’s a database! It’s . . .
database.js — turns an image into an ID badge with a number and a barcode, and saves the
data to a .csv file that can be opened with a database program. Starts with a random number
then adds a fixed or random increment; prevents entry of duplicate names.

taijitu.js
IChing.js
composite.js — runs both of the above and adds a background.

Custom dialogs
PhotoLine incorporates an input box for simple user
input, but no ability to use custom form elements. A
web browser may be used as a workaround. I like to
use QtWeb as it is a small (7.5MB) standalone .exe that
may be placed into the PhotoLineSettings folder and
easily referenced; plus, the window elements may be
hidden for simplicity. But you may use any browser;
the path needs to be specified at the bottom of the
js_library.js file.
Download the Windows stand-alone portable
executable: QtWeb.exe (7.5 MB)
demo.js is a demo script which uses an .htm file as a
dialog. It creates a new document based on dialog
input. The dialog displays the resolution of the active
document and uses it as the default resolution.
Complete the form, then copy the parameter string to
the input box. Could be worse . . . .

Scripted actions
Some operations do not have native scripting support, but may be recorded as actions. An action may be scripted by passing its binary
data in the form of a hexadecimal or Base64 string. If you know the location of a parameter in the data, you can construct a string containing
a custom parameter, and thus have scripting control over the operation. (This is similar to using what is called a script listener.)
The toolkit below enables you to find the parameters in an action’s hex string, and convert scripting parameters to the appropriate hex
format. The string is then constructed by concatenating the fixed code blocks with the parameters. Updated since the original release:
PhotoLine now includes the ability to right-click an action and select Copy Base64; no external hex editor is needed. The toolkit will convert
the Base64 string to hex for editing.
The PhotoLine Scripted Actions Toolkit
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An Introduction to Photo Editing with PhotoLine: Tips and Tricks

The toolbars are customizable. The default toolbar is General; you can edit it or create a new one (View – Toolbars –
Custom Bar). Right-click a toolbar (any of the icons) and select Edit Toolbar. (Or Edit – Options – Usage –
Toolbars.) Select any menu entry, then click the double arrowhead button and a new button will be added below
the selected one. Adjustment layers, Save as, and Web Export are good ones. You can also delete any of the default
buttons.

The displayed image has a context menu which may be customized by the user via Edit – Options – Usage – Context Menu. Click the
double arrowhead button to add items as above. To use the custom context menu, middle click on the image, or Shift + right click.

If you created a folder called PhotoLineSettings in the installation folder, all of your settings, including the toolbars and context menu, are
saved to a file called PhotoLine.xml, allowing you to share your settings between installations.
When you paste a layer, layer handles are displayed by default. To hide them for the current document, click View – Show Layer Handles.
(You can add it as a button to the toolbar, or to the context menu.) Unfortunately there is no way to change the default behavior.

In addition to the Lens Correction filter, the Crop tool, Rectify, and Outline Warping may be used to correct perspective distortion. Crop
the entire image, or an area slightly larger. Then click and drag one of the corner or side points while holding down the Ctrl key (Cmd
key). Clicking anywhere else rotates the image. Rectify (Filter – Digital Camera – Rectify) is a quick but perhaps less precise way to correct
perspective distortion; place the four points so they define what should be horizontal and vertical lines. Find Outline Warping at Effects –
Distort – Outline Warping, and select the rectangle shape.
To view an image with fewer distractions, click View – Hide Panels/Show Panels. (The default keyboard shortcut is F11, which is
customizable via Edit – Options – Usage – Keyboard Layout.)
When making very small adjustments, such as colorizing with a Hue/Saturation layer, or color balancing with curves, it sometimes helps to
reduce the opacity of the layer to allow finer control over the adjustments.
When painting on a mask, partial opacity may be obtained by painting with white or black and reduced intensity. But repeated brush
strokes will be additive. To paint with a solid gray color, double-click the foreground color field and select one. (If you right-click the
number fields you can change them from Byte to Percent.) If you want to paint over white and leave black areas untouched, change the
brush blend mode (“Channels”) to Darken. Change it to Lighten to paint over black and leave white untouched. (Remember to change the
mode back to Normal when you are through!) Below is a mask with two gray brushstrokes, one set to Lighten and the other to Darken.

Large numbers of layers may be grouped for easier management. Select the layers to be grouped by checking the boxes beside the eye
icons, by clicking each layer while holding down the Ctrl key (Command key), or by clicking the first and last layer to be selected while
holding down the Shift key. Then right-click the layers and select Group Marked Layers, or use Layer – Management – Group Marked
Layers. Name the group by double-clicking the Name label. Expand the group by clicking the little arrowhead to the left of the thumbnail.
The individual layers may still be edited. In addition, the entire group may be turned off and on with the group’s eye icon, or moved up or
down in the layer list by clicking and dragging it. If you change your mind, the Ungroup command is below Group Marked Layers.

The spin buttons for layer opacity default to increments of 10. If you hold down the Shift key, the increment becomes 1. Shift and Ctrl may
be used to change the increments of other spin buttons and sliders as well.

The color mode that PhotoLine calls HIS is actually a modified version of HSL, which has been “improved” in a sense by replacing
saturation with chroma (max(R, G, B) - min(R, G, B)). You can see this by comparing HIS and RGB values in the Picture Info panel; I is HSL
lightness ((max(R, G, B) + min(R, G, B)) / 2), and S is chroma. It applies to curve adjustments, color filters, and the Change Channels tool as
well. Maybe think of it as HLC . . . .
Grayscale conversions use a transformation similar to Luma: 0.300*R + 0.590*G + 0.110*B. To see each color’s coefficient, open the Color
Editor by double-clicking one of the color fields, set the mode to RGB, right-click one of the number fields, and set the units to Float. Then
set each color in turn to 1.000 and change the mode to Gray.

(150 + 10) / 2 = 80
150 - 10 = 140

More resources:
Introducing PhotoLine by SCX
PhotoLine Quick Reference by Evren Comert
Videos in several languages
More videos
The PhotoLine Forums
The PhotoLine Facebook page
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